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UMM Mission Statement
The mission of UMM as an undergraduate, residential , liberal arts college is distinctive within the University of
Minnesota. The Morris campus shares the University's statewide mission of teaching, research and outreach, yet it is
a small college where students can shape their own education . The campus serves undergraduate students primarily
from Minnesota and its neighboring states, and it is an educational resource and cultural center for citizens of West
Central Minnesota. Through its instructional excellence, its commitment to research, its numerous extracurricular
programs and services, and its strong sense of community, UMM endeavors to achieve its place among the best
liberal arts colleges in the nation.
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Strength and endurance training
from an institutional perspective
-a message from Chancellor Sam Schuman
The theme of this issue of Profile is medicine, health and wellness, a timely topic as
we celebrate the successes of our student athletes in our move to NCAA Division III,
commemorate the first half-decade of the astonishingly successful Regional Fitness
Center, and continue to work for shared athletic facilities with the Morris Area Public
School District.
As many of you know, I am myself an embarrassingly fiercely competitive athlete,
one whose compulsive dedication partially compensates for a total lack of actual
talent. Based on my own experience, I've had a couple of thoughts about how an
institution goes about training to be strong.
One important p1inciple in training for physical fitness is consistency. "Weekend
athletics" are fun, and help blow off steam, but nobody gets strong only working two
days a week. Really good athletes, with staying power, work steadily, persistently,
doggedly. Really good colleges need to do the same. The sporadic sprint never made a successful marathon runner; the
periodic bright idea does not make a lastingly great college. As students, alumni, faculty, staff and friends of UMM, we
need to be in for the long haul, to put in the effort day after day. I believe that in academic administration, and in much
of life, persistence will trump brilliance every time (at least that's my hope!).
At the same time, variety and creativity play an important role in getting an individual or an institution into good
shape, and staying there. No successful swimmer goes out and swims the same yardage, at the same speed, day ~fter
day. Some days, you swim long and steady, some days you do short, fast repeats, sometimes you work on starts or
turns. A college, too, needs to keep itself fresh and eager by trying new things, or doing old things new ways. Any of
us who have ever suffered through a lecture that a professor has been delivering in exactly the same way for a decade
(never at UMM, of course!) knows -painfully-the perils of never shifting gears.
Getting strong is going to hurt sometimes: if you never push yourself to do something painful, you will not make much
progress. Colleges too, including UMM, sometimes need to do things which hurt, which would be easier left undone.
Certainly the demanding budget climate in which we, and all higher education, have been operating the past several
years, too often requires us to hurt if we are to stay strong. But, especially in tough times, looking for the painless
solution often only delays, and eventually makes even worse, the hurt.
Finally, good training calls for noticing and celebrating achievements, even as one sets new goals. When you finally
swim that mile in under a half hour or run 20 x 440 at 85 seconds or hold 18 miles per hour through a 20 mile bike
ride, or hit any other benchmark, it is important to stop and note that you've actually done what you set out to do, and
take a moment to be proud and happy before setting out to do something even better. UMM has hit many of our goals
for institutional strength in the past few years: the successful capital campaign, the athletics transition, major new
buildings across campus, recruiting wonderful new students and faculty. Let's celebrate those milestones together.
Then, tomorrow morning, let's gear up, stretch, and hit the road to do even better.
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A message from Maddy Maxeiner,

~iate vice chancellor
for external relations

Chemistry discipline celebrates
gift from alumnus and professors
by Carol Ford, principal administrative specialist
Division of Science and Mathematics

The calendar says winter, but to me it feels
...__ _ _....__ _. like spring, a season of growth and vitality.
This issue of Profile reflects a health and
wellness theme, and I'm pleased to report that signs of vigor
abound within our UMM community. Here are a few examples
that indicate UMM's strength and well-being:
Recognition-As "insiders," we know that UMM is a great
college, but sometimes it is nice to get "outside" recognition.
For the past three years, UMM has been recognized by US
News & World Report as one of the top five public liberal arts
colleges in the nation, earning the number three spot the last
two years.
Gifts to scholarships-Scholarships are UMM's highest
fundraising priority, and alumni and friends are responding to
that need. During our recently completed Campaign Minnesota,
UMM tripled the number of scholarships available to UMM
students. Each year, over 500 donors contribute to scholarships
when our annual giving program asks for help. And so far this
fiscal year, eight individuals have created new scholarship
endowments to benefit UMM students, endowments that will
start working within the near future and will last in perpetuity.
As a bonus, payouts from these new endowments will be
permanently matched by the University's Promise of Tomorrow
scholarship program. Now those are signs of a healthy future!
A vibrant learning community-Professors eager to teach and
students eager to learn create an enlivening energy.
Opportunities for undergraduate research, service learning,
internships, student leadership, and study abroad experiences
enrich the core educational curriculum. It's no wonder that
UMM students are consistently the "most satisfied" with their
experiences according to University-wide sampling of
graduates' opinions.

Few problems are more aggravating than expensive equipment
that gives you grief. And there's nothing sweeter than a phil anthropic soul who offers a solution. Hooray for gracious donors!
Over the last few years, the chemistry discipline's Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FT-IR) broke down frequently.
"All our instruments are used by students for hands-on experiments," says Jim Togeas, professor of chemi stry. "It 's frustrating
when you have 90 students and 45 spectra that need to be done,
and the instrument refuses to work."
While plans for upgrading instruments were underway,
replacement of the costly FT-IR was not included because of
budget constraints. Togeas and Nancy Carpenter, associate
professor of chemistry, were willing to make personal donations
towards purchasing a FT-IR but couldn ' t cover the entire cost.
The solution came in an "out-of-the-blue" call from Timothy
Brown '95, Redwood Falls.
"Tim has nice memories of UMM, particularly his time with
Jim Olson, professor emeritus of chemistry," says Togeas. "Tim
wanted to make a donation to chemistry, so I told him about the
FT-IR. He agreed to go in on a financial gift for the instrument."
Infrared spectroscopy is used in all areas of chemistry. "It
probes molecular structure by examining transitions between
vibrational energy levels," notes Ted Pappenfus, assistant
professor of chemistry. "The information obtained tells us
whether certain functional groups are present in a mol ecule or
material. The FT-IR is a tremendous addition to the discipline,
and it will receive widespread use in laboratory courses as well as
undergraduate research."

UMM advocacy-Alumni, faculty, staff, current students,
parents and friends of the campus speak up loud and clear when
called. Whether contacting their state legislators, sharing
perspectives through alumni networks, or waving "UMM! "
signs at Twins games, our robust voices combine to make a
strong statement for UMM's vision and mission.
UMM friends and alumni are involved in the campus
community in so many ways-attending athletic competitions,
artistic exhibits and performances, and public convocations;
serving in advisory groups; providing career advice to students,
and supporting student recruitment efforts. Whatever your
interest, we welcome your participation in the life of this
campus. Thanks for keeping us healthy!

Ted Pappenfus, assistant professor of chemistry, (left) demonstrates the chemistry discipline's new Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer for Rebecca and Tim Brown '95.
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Performance proceeds directed
to scholarships and PRCA

An eye on the prize:
Medical school for
scholarship recipient,
Brett Edlund
Brett Edlund '06, Cyrus, loves to run.
He set many records during his athletic
career at Morris Area Public High
School, and he holds several UMM
records. He is proud of receiving
Edlund
academic all conference UMAC honors,
too. But for now, his eye is on a new prize-medical school. The
two to three hours per day Edlund usually spends running, up to
110 miles per week, are being invested in studying for the
Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) scheduled for April.
Weickert Memorial Scholarship recipient
Edlund is a 2004-05 recipient of the Alice Weickert Memorial
Scholarship in recognition of outstanding academic achievement.
The scholarship was established by the late Harold Weickert, a
Wheaton area dentist, in memory of his wife, Alice, who was a
teacher. They were avid world travellers.
"When I received the letter stating I was a recipient, I was
very excited," remembers Edlund. "Tuition is rising at a greater
and greater rate every year, and it seems that students need to go
farther in debt just to get an education. The Weickert Scholarship
definitely took some of that pressure off my shoulders."
A biochemistry major, Edlund has been assisting Ted
Pappenfus, assistant professor of chemistry, in researching the
molecule Hexyl-Tricyanovinyl Oligothiophene. Edlund appreciates the opportunity: "The experience has not only helped my
understanding of chemistry and 'how it is done in the real world'
but also made me appreciate just what research chemists do on a
day-to-day basis."
Pappenfus shares that Edlund is an excellent assistant: "Brett
has perfonned undergraduate research at a high level and has
made significant contributions to advance my research. He is an
extremely well-rounded individual and possesses the skills,
character and abilities to have a successful career in medicine."
Edlund believes there's a correlation between his athletic
success and his academic success. "Without the other, neither
would prosper," he reflects. "Growing up on a farm taught me
hard work and dedication which laid the fou ndation for my
athletic career which in turn led me to achieve high academic
standards. It really boils down to one's ability to work hard."

Professional actor and UMM assistant professor of theatre, Ray
Schultz, prepared five full-capacity audiences for the 2004
holiday season with his presentation of The Santaland Diaries by
David Sedaris. The one-person comedy, which Schultz produced,
directed and performed, chronicles the happenings of an unemployed writer who reluctantly accepts a position as a Macy 's
department store elf.
While Schultz's character provided an interesting, although
sometimes cynical, perspective on holiday craziness, the actor
creating the character embraced the spirit of the season. Schultz
designated ticket proceeds from all five performances to the
Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alli ance in Morris, the UMM Alice
Mills McCree Scholarship for theatre majors and the UMM
Fosgate Theatre Scholarship.
Schultz received a 2004 Faculty Summer Research Fellowship, a 2004 McKnight Summer Fellowship for the Arts and
Humanities and a Career Development Grant from the Lake
Region Arts Council and McKnight Foundation to support the
production of The Santaland Diaries.

A scholarship donor's legacy
In a yellowed manila folder, perhaps new in 1965 when the Alice
Weickert Memorial Scholarship was first established, Dr.
Weickert recorded his favorite Chinese proverb in a letter to
UMM: "If you plant for one year, plant rice; If you plant for a
century, plant trees; If you plant for eternity, plant character in the
hearts and minds of our youth ."
Weickert Scholarship recipients like Brett Edlund are living
legacies of Weickert's hope for the future .
Winter 2005 Profile page 3
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UMM benefits from U of M West Central Research
and Outreach Center hybrid wind energy research
Groundbreaking for the West Central
Research and Outreach Center's wind turbine
was held in November. The turbine is the
first large-scale wind research instrument at a
public university in the Midwest. On a state
level, the project is an important step in
integrating renewable energy into
Minnesota 's rural economies and developing the state's research
and education strength around renewable energy. In addition, the
project will lead the nation in the area of wind to hydrogen
energy research.
A 230-foot high tower is being constructed at the West
Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC), five miles east
of the UMM campus. A 1.65 MW Vestas NM 82 wind turbine
with 135 feet blades will be installed on the tower. The turbine
will produce electricity when wind speed reaches 7 .8 mph at 230feet. It will reach its maximum production of 1.65 MW of
electricity at wind speeds of 29 mph . According to data collected
at the WCROC, the turbine location has an average annual wind
speed of slightly greater than 16 mph at 230 feet.
In March, when the WCROC 's new turbine is operational,
UMM will receive about 5.6 million kWhr of electricity generated from wind each year-over half of the fac ility 's annual
electricity use.

The WCROC wind turbine is part of a larger project known
as the University of Minnesota Renewable Energy Research and
Demonstration Center at Morris. The community scale, research
and demonstration center focuses on wind, biomass, biofuels,
anaerobic di gestion and renewable hydrogen. "Our goal is to
establish systems research to stimulate the renewable energy
industry and provide a model for rural communities and agricultural producers to integrate renewable energy systems into their
economies," states Greg Cuomo, WCROC director.
Renewable energy research and demonstration systems in
development at the Renewable Energy Center at Morris include:
• the wind to hydrogen project;
• a biomass di strict heating and cooling system
project with UMM;
• a hybrid wind and biodiesel energy system;
• an "energy smart" solar building addition to the
WCROC office complex;
• fac ilitation of a community anaerobic digester and
methane pipeline system.
"Our belief is that the renewable energy research and education
we are doing now will deliver even a greater benefit to Minnesota," states Cuomo. "Renewable energy is poised to become an
important part of our state and nation 's energy future and the
University of Minnesota will be a leader in this work."

Regional Fitness Center celebrates five-year anniversary
In the late 1990s, UMM, the Morris Area School District, the
City of Morris and Stevens County formed a campus/community
partnership to lobby and fundraise for an inviting, safe place fo r
all ages to gather for fitness, health and recreational activities. In
1999, their shared vision was realized and the Regional Fitness
Center (RFC), opened its doors .
Five years later, one can walk through the RFC at almost any
time of the day and hear the sweet sound of success: shrieks of
delight as children play in the recreation pool, the hum of

treadmills in the fitness room, bouncing basketballs and the highenergy beat of an aerobi cs class in the gymnasium. Amazing
statistics confirm the RFC's success. In the past five years:
• Community memberships have increased by 14%;
• Children and Family programs participation has more
than doubled to almost 500 participants;
• Children swim lessons participation has almost
quadrupled to 570 participants.
The RFC has recently been designated a participant in the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Blueprint for Health Fitness Discount Program
which allows BC/BS members a major reduction in their RFC
membership.
Exciting RFC programs abound for people of all ages
including: sports camps and clinics, the Arthritis Foundation's
Aquatic Program (AFAP), personal training, yoga, pilates,
aerobics, scuba diving, water safety and life guard training, sports
leagues and tournaments. In addition , the RFC sponsors special
events such as the New Year's Eve family night out. "Everyday I
witness what 'campus/community partnership ' means," states Joy
Leafblad, RFC manager: "All ages, all fitness levels and all
ability levels are successfully using this faci lity, side-by-side, dayby-day. It is a joy to see."
For more information about the Regional Fitness Center and
RFC programs, please check out www.morris. umn.edu/rfc or
contact Leafblad atjleafbl@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6485.
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Social Science to be renamed for
former Chancellor John Q. Imholte
During 2005 Homecoming, the Social Science building will be
renamed for former Chancellor John Q. "Jack" Imholte in
recognition of his devotion to UMM and his dedication to its
liberal arts mission .
A member of the 1960 founding faculty, Imholte began and
ended his career as a UMM professor of history. Specializing in
military history, he often drew from personal experiences as a
veteran of the Korean War for his classroom lectures. Imholte
served as provost from 1969 to 1985 and as chancellor from 1985
to 1990, guiding UMM through its second and third decades. He
retired in 1999.
The proposal to name the building for Imholte was
nominated to the All-University Honors and Awards Committee
with the enthusiastic support of President Bob Bruininks, former
UMM Chancellor Dave Johnson, Chancellor Sam Schuman,
immediate past and current Social Science Division chairs and

senior members of the UMM
faculty. Without hesitation the U
of M Board of Regents
approved the Honors Committee
recommendation. President
Bruininks notifed Jack and his
wife, Lucy, who were pleased to
accept the recognition.
A public celebration will be
Imholte
held the Saturday of
Homecoming weekend, October
22, 2005 , to honor Jack and to
rename the Social Science building John Q. Imholte Hall. Please
watch for more details in the summer issue of Profile and
Homecoming 2005 promotions.

Dr. Bernice Johnson Reagon appointed
UMM's first Distinguished Visiting Professor
From April 26 through May 5, the
UMM campus will be graced with
the presence of renowned historian
and scholar Dr. Bernice Johnson
Reagon, UMM's first Distinguished
Visiting Professor in the Liberal
Arts . Internationally recognized in
the field of humanities, Reagon is
professor emeritus of history at
American University and curator
Reagon
emeritus of the Smithsonian
Institution 's National Museum of American History.
During her UMM appointment, Reagon will teach courses in
history and music. She will conduct an African American and
gospel workshop for the choirs that will result in a May 3 public
concert at Assumption Church in Morris. That evening, Reagon
will provide a vocal performance and serve as guest conductor.
She will give two public lectures, April 26 and April 28, at UMM,
and on May 4 will speak on the Twin Cities campus.
A producer, performer and composer, Reagon is founder of
the Grammy award winning African American a cappella
ensemble Sweet Honey in the Rock. She has written or edited
several publications including If You Don't Go, Don't Hinder Me:
The African American Sacred Song Tradition, a collection of
essays; We'll Understand It Better By and By: African American
Pioneering Gospel Composers; and We Who Believe in Freedom:
Sweet Honey in the Rock... Still on the Journey, which chronicles
the history of Sweet Honey in the Rock.
Reagon has served as consultant composer and performer for
several film and video projects, including two award-winning

programs for PBS, "Eye on the Prize" and "We Shall Overcome."
She conceptualized the National Public Radio and Smithsonian
Peabody Award winning radio series "Wade in the Water: African
American Sacred Music Traditions." A 1989 MacArthur
Fellowship recipient, she received the Presidential Medal, the
1995 Charles Frankel Prize for outstanding contribution to public
understanding of the humanities by the National Endowment for
the Humanities. In 1996, she received an Isadora Duncan award
for the score to the ballet, Rock.
The Distinguished Visiting Professorship was made possible
by a generous endowed gift given by Dr. Elizabeth "Bettina"
Blake, former UMM vice chancellor and academic dean and
professor emeritus of French. Blake's gift was matched by the U
of M's Permanent University Fund. "The intellectual enrichment
that a distinguished visitor from another college or university
brings to campus when the person is in residence for more than
the time of a single lecture is a real advantage for Monis
students, faculty and staff," states Blake. "The interchange of
ideas is stimulating for everyone involved. Perhaps equally
valuable is having well known and influential people in the
academic world experience UMM in depth while teaching here."
While Reagon's professional focus is history and music,
future professorships will be held by nationally recognized
scholars in different liberal arts fields. Each academic division, in
turn as the endowment allows, will have the opportunity for a
visiting professor. Shares Blake: "Other U of M colleges have
professorships in their specialties. UMM's specialty is
undergraduate liberal arts, so there is symbolic value in having a
Distinguished Visiting Professorship in the Liberal Arts. It is a
public confirmation of our mission and of our pride in it."
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Humanities Fine Arts Gallery features faculty exhibition
The Humanities Fine Arts Gallery is featuring the work of six
University of Minnesota, Morris fac ulty artists in the 2005
Studio Art Faculty Exhibition. Faculty artists are:
Therese Buchmiller, Michael Eble, Kevin
Flicker, Jess Larson , Jenny Nellis and
Tracy Otten.
"In the University of Minnesota
system and at UMM, it is not enough
to research, ponder or speculate,"
reflects Jenny Nellis, professor of
studio art and Division of Humanities
chair. "Professors need to be actively
engaged in their fields of study and
share the results of their research with
the widest audience available. Making
art and exhibiting it is the research that
visual artists do, like our academic
counterparts who write and then publish.
All faculty on our campus are active in their
fields and sometimes involve students in those

pursuits . It is no different in the visual arts. If a student wants
to be a visual artist, there is a great advantage to having a
working, exhibiting artist as your teacher and
mentor."
The faculty exhibition will be featured
in the HFA Gallery until March 12.
Gallery hours are:

Monday-Thursday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
The 2005 Studio Art Faculty
Exhibition is funded in part by a grant
from the Lake Region Arts Council
with McKnight Foundation funding.

Michael Eble's Stomp House, 2004, 32" x
32", oil on canvas, from the 2005 Studio Art
Faculty Exhibition

UMM hosts master of education degree program
-applications being accepted for fall 2005
UMM Continuing Education and Division of Education, in
cooperation with U of M, Duluth 's College of Education and
Human Service Professions, are offering a 30-credit, two-year
master of education program. Classroom teachers, specialized
education instructors, and training professionals with
responsibilities in higher education, health sciences, social
services, community education, business and industry are
examples of professionals who may be interested in pursing this

Members of the Fall 2004 M.Ed cohort enjoy lively discussions
face to face and online.

educational opportunity. A teaching license or education degree is
not required for admission to the program.
M.Ed students complete the program as members of a cohort.
Applications are being accepted for the third UMM cohort
scheduled to begin in the fall of 2005. UMM 's first M.Ed cohort
graduated in 2002, and the second group began in fall 2004.
The M.Ed core curriculum is delivered using a hybrid model
of teaching that includes in-person meetings, interactive
television (ITV), and/or synchronous or asynchronous web
discussions. In addition, various forms of web-based multimedia
are being integrated into the graduate program. Elective courses
are a combination of traditional graduate courses, intensive
summer offerings and online courses.
Karen Johnson, who coordinates the program at UMM,
notes: "Students appreciate the flexibility of the program as well
as the opportunity to complete a master of education degree in a
highly regarded University of Minnesota program without
frequent travel."
Brenda Andreasen, who teaches sixth grade at West Central
Area Schools, is a member of the second cohort that began this
past fall. She states: "I have thoroughly enjoyed the M.Ed
courses. Communicating over Webcrossing has been very helpful
as I am teaching full time and time constraints are diffic ult to
meet. I can log on at a time that is good for me ."
For more information, please contact Karen Johnson in
Continuing Education, University of Minnesota, Morris at
johnsokm@morris.umn .edu or 800-842-0030 or 320-589-6450.
More details can also be found at www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/
graduate/.
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Midwest Political Science
Undergraduate Research
Conference at UMM
Undergraduate students from throughout
the Midwest will gather at UMM from
March 3-5 to present and defend their
political science research during the
Midwest Political Science Undergraduate
Research Conference. The event is a
highly regarded student educational
opportunhy. About 85 political science
students and faculty from throughout the
Midwest are expected to attend.
"We are very proud to be the first
public institution to host this exciting
event, and only the second Minnesota
institution to enjoy the honor of hosting,"
states Paula O'Loughlin, assistant professor of political science. "UMM students
have been presenting at this conference for
several years. Their growing numbers,
their enthusiasm and the quality of their
research make us a natural site. And
hosting the event shows UMM's continuing commitment to undergraduate research."
Political science majors and conference participants Emily Loehr '07,
Savage, and Geoff Sheagley '06, Minneapolis, are helping to coordinate the event.
"The conference provides a rare
opportunity for undergraduates interested in
political science research to present their
findings in a helpful environment," states
Sheagley. "Undergraduates 'get their name
out there' and receive advice from political
scientists in many different fields. Having
the conference at Morris will allow even
more UMM students to participate and
show the institution's quality."
Loehr adds, "The conference is a
valuable academic avenue for political
science students to present their research.
Whether the student's research was
undertaken for a class or a senior seminar,
students with varying interests and
experience in the field receive criticism
and suggestions from political scientists
outside their own schools. It is exciting to
see what other students are working on."
The public is invited to attend the
conference presentations and panels. See
www.morris.umn.edu/ academic/polisci/
PolSci_Brochurewebsite.htm for a
schedule or call 320-589-6200 for details.

Call for applications:
UMM Director of Communications
UMM invites alumni and friends of the campus to consider applying for the position
of UMM director of communications. The position provides leadership in advancing
the college's local, regional, and national visibility, and creating an integrated and
effective collegiate communications program utilizing a broad spectrum of media.
The position is a 100% time, 12 month, annually renewable University of Minnesota
administrative staff position within External Relations offering a competitive salary
and fringe benefits. Qualifications include: bachelor's degree and substantial
experience with major media outlets; proven success building a comprehensive
strategic communications program to advance a complex institution; experience
using a broad spectrum of media illustrating a strong understanding of market
research principles. Graduate degree preferred. A complete position description is
available at www.morris.edu/ohr/employment/openings/academic.htrnl or by
contacting the search committee chair.
The position begins on or about July 1, 2005. Applications will be reviewed
beginning March 1, 2005 and will be considered until the position is filled.
Applications should be directed to: Search Committee Chair, c/o Sue Gooch, UMM,
312 Behrnler Hall, 600 East Fourth Street, Morris, Minnesota 56267: Applications
must include a letter addressing the qualifications noted above, a resume and a list of
five references and their telephone numbers.

World-renowned artists to
electrify UMM Jazz, Fest 2005
The 27th Annual UMM Jazz Fest, scheduled for April 7-9, will feature four worldrenowned jazz artists.
Jane Bunnett, soprano saxophone and flute, has built her career at the crossroads
between Cuban music and jazz. Twice nominated for Grammy awards, she has turned
her bands into showcases for the finest musical talent from Canada, the United States
and Cuba.
t11e"i!01:ei:lllfltl.<O ally acclaimed 17th Annual
Pianist Sarah Jane Cion won fi t-pl
,rm,...ru,rwNew York City big bands
Great American Jazz Piano om titi n.
such as the Lew Anderson ig,Ba <lat
pirit Of Life Ensemble at
Sweet Basil.
A talented and recogni ed COlllfO
her DIVA Jazz Orchestra d e
o.
rumset.
,..,.,,..,.,...frnimoo • , was the first female
Discovered by Ray harles, Sa
m, "Greenlight" won critical acclaim
instrumentalist to join hi o ch s a.
and launched her career a
e t so o st, bandleader and composer/arranger.
UMM's annual Jazz Fest draws over 700 high school and community jazz musicians to participate in three days of clinics with the world's greatest jazz musicians as
their teachers. The popular public evening performances feature each year's professional
jazz headliners, the UMM Jazz Ensembles and the UMM Alumni Jazzers.
For 2005 Jazz Fest tickets, please contact UMM Student Activities soon. Tickets
become available in March. Check www.morris.umn .edu/stuorgs/CAC/Arts/ or call 320589-6080 for more details.
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Gjerdingen '72: New strategies for
detecting postpartum depression
At a time in their lives when happiness and joy are anticipated
and expected, up to twenty percent of all new mothers will
experience uncontrollable feelings of sadness and hopelessness
caused by postpartum depression (PPD). As a family physician,
Dr. Dwenda Van Veldhuizen Gjerdingen ' 72 has witnessed the
devastating effects of untreated PPD on mothers, on babies and
on entire families. As a professor and medical researcher in the
U of M Department of Family Medicine and Community Health,
she is developing new strategies for early identification and for
timely and effective treatment.

Postpartum depression symptoms
Many PPD symptoms are similar to the "baby blues" that up to
eighty percent of new mothers experience after delivery-crying,
irritability, mood swings and decreased energy. But unlike the
"baby blues," PPD symptoms fail to disappear within a few days
and increase in severity and scope to include lack of interest in
self care or baby care, withdrawal from friends and family, an
inability to think clearly or make decisions, and even thoughts of
suicide. The sobering characteristics that define the disorder may
last up to a year or more after delivery.
Although research is not conclusive, it is widely concurred
that several factors contribute to the cause of PPD-hormonal
changes; major life changes, like becoming a parent; and life
stresses, including the increased responsibility of caring for a
child; and loss of sleep. Treatment is almost always successful
and may include medication, psychotherapy or both. Support
from family and friends plays an important role in recovery.
Personal and professional experiences inspire research
Gjerdingen graduated from the U of M Medical School in 1976.
In 2001 she completed a master of science in clinical research
with the specific intent of conducting PPD research: "Because of
my own experiences having children and through the experiences
of my patients, I was impressed with the numerous health
problems-both physical and mental-that new mothers often
encounter. I was also impressed with how little we know about
these problems. I pursued a degree in clinical research because I
wished to conduct definitive postpartum studies, and I wanted the
necessary skills to direct this type of research."
Early detection
Gjerdingen's research, with anticipated funding by the National
Institute of Mental Health, focuses on early detection and
treatment. Under current practice, mothers typically see their
primary physicians for one routine exam four to six weeks after
delivery, but only a minority of women are screened for PPD
during this visit. Further, even if a woman is screened, PPD
symptoms may begin after the visit. Gjerdingen's research, will
provide routine screening for PPD at multiple intervals
throughout the first postpartum year, by incorporating screening
into well-child visits. She hopes to validate a simple evaluation
tool and confirm the value of extended screening for PPD.

Women
diagnosed with PPD
will be "randomized
to a usual care group
or a 'stepped care'
group, where patients
are carefully followed
by a case manager,"
notes Gjerdingen.
Severe cases will
receive a higher level
of care. Discovering
effective treatments
Gjerdingen
and ensuring that
women actually receive appropriate treatment are important
elements of Gjerdingen 's research.

A reluctance to seek help
Gjerdingen offers several observations that could explain why
over fifty percent of PPD cases are undiagnosed. "As with so
many medical disorders, there is considerable variation in the
frequency with which physicians prepare patients for potential
postpartum problems," she states, "and it is all too common for
new mothers to think that their problems are 'in their head' or
somehow their own fault and consequently not seek help." Health
insurance companies that refuse coverage to those who have
experienced recent mental health disorders also generate a
reluctance to seek treatment.
Women who suffer from PPD often suffer from the public 's
lack of understanding about mental health and mental illness.
"We need to quit being 'hush-hush ' about mental illness or
treating it like the plague," states Gjerdingen. "We need to be able
to talk about mental illness with ease, using correct terminology,
realizing that anyone can develop mental health problems and
that most of these problems are treatable. We need to keep writing
about postpartum disorders so that they remain in the public eye."
AU ofM Medical School faculty member since 1981,
Gjerdingen's primary instruction is "hands-on," mentoring
medical students and residents servi ng in clinics and hospitals .
She uses these opportunities to teach her students about PPD,
fostering awareness and widening the base of understanding.
Encouraged to become a physician
A 2004 recipient of the Leonard Tow Humanism Award,
Gjerdingen makes her home in Roseville with husband Gene, a
1970 UMM graduate. Son David is a 2002 UMM graduate, and
son Steven is a Bethel University student. She is grateful for her
UMM experience: "I had superb teachers who made me think and
who encouraged me in my desire to become a physician. I also
met some wonderful friends, including my husband, who
supported this goal. It was a great school!"
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Kathmann '92: Discovering gifts
and passions for medical research
Research inspires Eva Dockter Kathrnann ' 92. She's intrigued by
the thought process, energized by puzzles to be solved, thrilled by
new discoveries. Recently, she redirected her energy from
cardiovascular research, which she conducted for three years at
Mayo Clinic, to a new heart-related research topic-identifying
students with "hearts" for clinical research. As coordinator of the
Mayo Initiative for Minority Student Development (IMSD), her
new research will help young people discover their own career
passions.

The Mayo Initiative for Minority Student Development
IMSD seeks to identify members of underrepresented minority
groups who will thrive in biomedical research careers. Four
programs have been established to stimulate interest and to train
minority students in disease-oriented research:
• 1-2 year program for medical school students;
• 2 year program for pre-doctoral students at
Mayo Graduate School ;
• 1-2 year post-baccalaureate program for
recent college graduates;
• 10-week summer program for undergraduate students.
IMSD programs are open to underrepresented minority students
and non-minority students who wish to serve minority
populations. IMSD is funded by the National Institutes of Health.
Kathrnann notes that participants in these programs often
compete very well for positions in leading MD, MD/Ph.D. and
Ph.D. programs throughout the nation.
"IMSD programs are important because there is a lack of
underrepresented minorities in biomedical research ," states
Kathrnann. Although underrepresented minorities make up about
twenty-five percent of the population, only seven percent of all
Ph.D. recipients in 2003 self reported as Black, Hispanic or
American Indian.
"By increasing the number of minority researchers, we will
hopefully increase research interest in health disparities that have
not received the attention they deserve by the research
community. Researchers often pursue topics that are close to
them. Given this, underrepresented minority populations will
benefit health wise, as will society as a whole. Having a diverse
population of biomedical researchers will benefit everyone from
the research community to the general population as all
biomedical research findings benefit humanity."
Researching predictors
The research component of IMSD involves identifying
characteristics of students who successfully pursue medical
research careers as opposed to those students who pursue clinical
medicine careers. The patterns that have begun to emerge are
fascinating.
"Many students who pursue the Ph.D. career path have a
strong desire to discover the unknown and find great pleasure in
problem solving, especially open-ended questions," shares
Kathrnann. "They are often very persistent and willing to repeat

things again and
again . They see
failure as an
opportunity to learn
and are willing to
take risks. They are
often very flexible in
imagining their
futures, not having a
well-defined,
predictable plan in
mind. We have also
found, somewhat
Kathmann
surprisingly, that
most have an intense desire to help people. However, they are
satisfied knowing that it may be years or even after their lifetimes
that their research will benefit others."
In contrast, Kathmann notes, students who pursue clinical
medicine careers usually have well-defined futures planned. They
have a desire to learn all there is to know about a particular topic,
and enjoy solving puzzles that have limited solutions. They too
have a strong desire to help people, but often thrive on the instant
gratification received from knowing they have helped someone.
The predictors identified by Kathrnann's research will greatly
benefit students. Mentors and advisors can use the information
gathered to help students choose the most appropriate career path.
Medical and graduate schools, as well as programs like IMSD,
can use the information as guidelines to identify students who
will be successful in their programs.

Enjoying the research, enjoying the students
"As a chemistry major," shares Kathman, "I received an excellent
foundation of basic science knowledge at UMM that I relied on
daily when I was doing laboratory research. I also took social
science courses at UMM that I really enjoyed but thought I would
never be able to utilize in my science career. The quality research
and student mentoring that I am doing now has opened a new
door for me to further pursue these interests."
"Education research gives me a good mixture of what I
enjoy," Kathmann continues. "I am fascinated by student
development and understanding what drives people. All of our
data is collected through semi-structured interviews with
students. I love interacting with students and analyzing what they
find to be important in their educational development."
Kathmann earned a doctorate in the biomedical sciences
from the Mayo Graduate School in 2000. She makes her home in
Rochester with husband Kevin Kathrnann, also a 1992 UMM
graduate, who is a computer programmer at IBM. The Kathrnanns
have two children, Jordyn (6) and Luke (3) .
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Mukand '80: Transmitting thoughts into actions
In a moment's time, a catastrophic injury changes a life forever.
Each year over 10,000 people suffer traumatic spinal cord
injuries-motor vehicle crashes, recreational activities, falls and
violence-that lead to severe paralysis. Overwhelmingly, those
injured are between the ages of 16 and 30, young people whose
lives are just beginning. Dr. Jon Mukand ' 80, a physician
specializing in rehabilitation medicine (physiatrist), is a member
of an amazing team of neurosurgeons, nurses , internists,
scientists, computer technicians and one very brave 25 year-old
quadriplegic patient exploring new clinical research territorybrain implants that transmit thoughts to action.
Life-changing opportunity
Matthew Nagle is the first person to receive the BrainGate Neural
Interface System. Unable to move his arms and legs, he makes
his home in a long-term care facility, completely dependent on
nurses and nursing assistants for his basic needs. Nagle is a
remarkable young man, shares Mukand. He was willing to risk
surgery and the implantation of a siljcon chip in hjs brain in
hopes of gaining more independence for himself, and eventually
for others. Today, just by thinkjng, he's changing television
channels and checking his email-small tasks for the ablebodied, momentous life-changing activities for Nagle.
Decoding brain signals
Mukand, principle investigator for the BrainGate pilot study,
explains that the silicon chip implanted on the surface of Nagle's
The first patient to receive the BrainGate
implant sends emails and changes television
channels by thinking the movements.

In the future, it is hoped that the system wil
be used to navigate wheelchairs and to
stimulate and control muscles.

primary motor cortex, the part of the
brain responsible for movement,
records electrical activity through hairtrun electrodes that extend into the
brain. The brain signals are transmitted
to a pedestal mounted on the skull that
connects to a computer via fiber-optic
The size of the silicon
cables. A computer technician
chip compared to a
calibrates the computer with a software
penney.
program that decodes and translates
Nagle's unique brain signals to a second computer that fulfills the
actions he imagines.
The Federal Drug Administration approved the human pilot
study of Brain Gate, developed by Cyberkinetics, Inc., after
research conducted over a ten-year period at Brown University
proved the device safe and successful in monkeys. The goals of
the pilot study are to evaluate the safety of the BrainGate system
in people and to evaluate the ability of patients to control the
computer cursor. So far, those goals are being reached in the
project's first patient.
"Improving the quality of life by increasing independence is
the BrainGate objective," states Mukand. "The BrainGate system
could potentially enable paralyzed patients to gain an
unprecedented level of independence with everyday activities."
Increased independence also decreases dependence on caregivers
and family members, therefore also improving family dynamics.
Almost ninety percent of persons with spinal cord injuries return
to their homes after initial hospitaHzation.
In addition to Nagle, four others will be chosen for the
BrainGate pilot study. Mukand states that while many individuals
inquired about the clinical trials, only Nagle has met the stringent
medical requirements for participation. In addition, participants
must live within a two-hour drive of the study site, Sargent
RehabiHtation Center in Warwick, Rhode Island.
Possibilities for the future
Long term goals for Cyberkinetics include
creating a wireless BrainGate system that
could be easily used by the patient and require
minimal assistance from a technician. In
addition to directing a computer cursor, the
company hopes to expand the scope of the
device to include controlling doors , windows
and lights, keyboard use, navigating a
motorized wheelchair, and making phone calls
through the Internet. In the future, it may be
possible to use BrainGate to control muscle
functions through electrical stimulation, decreasing
or perhaps even eliminating the need for a caregiver.
"Advances in science and medicine are being made every
day," states Mukand. "It is very important for people who are
disabled to pay attention to their wellness in order to be able to
take advantage of future research."
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The field of rehabilitation
Mukand became interested in rehabilitation very early in his
career. As a medical student at the Medical College of Wisconsin,
he served on a committee with a physiatrist who piqued
his interest in this field. In addition to spinal cord
injuries, his practice includes rehabilitation
treatment and services for stroke, orthopedic
conditions, amputations, and neurological
disorders.
Mukand reflects: "My work as a
physiatrist is very satisfying. It is very
rewarding to see the quality of life
improve for my patients after
catastrophic events."
An early introduction to research
Ernie Kemble, professor emeritus of
psychology, provided Mukand's first
introduction to research. "What a
wonderful man ," remembers Mukand. "The
research we conducted was on neuro-anatomy.
He sparked my interest in neurology and made it fascinating."
Mukand earned both a UMM degree in chemistry and
English. "I developed into a well-rounded individual at UMM
thanks to professors like Jim Togeas, Dwight Purdy and Van
Gooch. I was encouraged to think independently and collegial
inquiry also helped my intellectual growth. UMM was vital to my

personal and professional development. I feel very lucky to have
studied there."
Mukand's love of literature and love of medicine merge in
poetry. A published poet, he has also edited three
short story and poetry collections, including Vital
Lines: Contemporary Fiction about Medicine
and Articulations: The Body and Illness in
Poetry. He earned a Ph.D. in literature at
Brown University.
In addition to his work at Sargent
Rehabilitation Center, Mukand is
medical director of the Southern New
England Rehabilitation Center in
Providence, Rhode Island. He holds
faculty appointments at Brown
University, Tufts University and
Boston University.
Mukand makes his home in
Providence with his wife, Giselle
Corre, MD, clinical assistant professor
of psychiatry at Brown Medical School,
and their children, Nita and Jacob.
Illustrations provided by Cyberkinetics, Inc.
Resource: National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center

Photo above: Mukand at the Southern New England
Rehabilitation Center in Providence, Rhode Island
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Sodt '75: Providing TB resources and
knowledge to the people of Minnesota
In the late 1800s, one of every seven Americans died of
tuberculosis (TB). Scandinavian and German immigrants who
settled in Minnesota during that time were especially hard hit. A
cure discovered in the 1940s nearly eradicated the disease in the
U.S., but TB still is a significant public health problem. TB
continues to be one of the deadliest infectious diseases in the
world, killing more than two million people every year.
Approximately 15,000 people develop TB disease annually in the
U.S. Amid these somber statistics there is good news states Deb
Sodt '75, Minnesota Department of Health TB program director:
"Tuberculosis is curable; help is available."

Latent and active TB
TB manifests in two phases. In latent TB, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis bacteria are present, but the body's defense system
contains the infection. Ninety percent of people with latent TB
never become sick and cannot spread the disease. Active TB
occurs when the immune system succumbs to the bacteria,
resulting in significant tissue damage, usually in the lungs.
Symptoms include prolonged cough, weight loss, fatigue and
night sweats. Active TB can spread to others with prolonged
sharing of air space. Without treatment, TB can be fatal.
The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) TB program is
multifaceted, addressing both latent and active TB. TB is fairly
uncommon in Minnesota so dissemination of current diagnosis,
treatment and case management guidelines is very important. Sodt
and her staff of seven serve as resources for local health
departments, health care providers, hospitals and community
groups. They keep detailed epidemiological records on all TB
cases, analyze trends and provide training and education. The TB
Program collaborates with other state health departments and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Minnesota's newest immigrants
Of the 200-240 Minnesota active TB cases per year, eighty percent
occur among the state's newest immigrants, who often know more
about TB than people born in the U.S. They recognize symptoms,
know how it spreads, and know it can be fatal. "What they may
not know," shares Sodt, "is that people with TB here are almost
always cured with proper medicines and that we have resources and
control strategies that aren't available in many other countries,
including access to free TB medication for anyone in need."
Sodt and her staff present programs for culture-specific
agencies and groups to educate people about TB . Translated
materials are available in twelve languages. They also work
closely with refugee programs to notify county health
departments when newcomers arrive so they can arrange TB
screenings.
An important mandate for Sodt's program is to make sure
patients finish a complete course of TB treatment. "TB is a very
labor-intensive disease," notes Sodt. "People take multiple
medications for at least six months and often nine months or more

to be cured. If
medication is taken
incorrectly, the
patient remains
contagious for a
longer time period
and risks developing
drug-resistant TB."
County public health
nurses are usually
assigned to follow
TB cases. Sodt and
Sodt
her staff provide
those nurses, who
may be unfamiliar with TB, with tools and information to ensure
that patients complete treatment and that close contacts are tested
and treated.

A connection between history and public health
After graduating from UMM with a degree in history and a minor
in philosophy in 1975, it took Sodt a while to discover her
calling. She considered social services, government and law, but
eventually decided on nursing due in part to her interest in the
women 's health movement. She graduated from the U of M
School of Nursing in 1981. Her public health focus solidified
during a volunteer stint with a child immunization project in
Uganda in 1984. After returning, she conducted home visits to
new mothers and refugee families as a public health nurse . In
1990 she earned a master of public health from the U of M
School of Public Health.
"There is a huge connection between studying history and
my public health work," states Sodt. "At UMM, I focused on
American social history. I'd have a hard time recalling dates or
wars or famous people, but learning about feminism, populism,
government, social trends and politics made a strong impact."
"Public health deals with assessing and improving the health
of populations as opposed to the health of individuals," she
continues. "Public health tries to create conditions in which
people can be healthy. We look at an entire community-cultural
or geographical-and help them figure out what needs to happen
to improve health using indices such as infant mortality, obesity,
smoking, or the spread of an infectious disease like TB . Health
disparities interest me. To do good public health, you have to
appreciate all the factors that affect health-culture, economic
status, education and, yes, history-especially political events
that cause people to become refugees, poor or underserved."
Sodt has been with the Minnesota Department of Health for
almost 15 years. She makes her home in South Minneapolis with
husband Brian Lenz, a solar and wind energy systems installer,
and their two cats.
Resource: U .S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Zenk '75: Responding to the need
for obesity research and treatment
At any given moment, seven of every ten Americans are attempting to lose weight. One will be successful. There are no quick and
easy "magic bullets." A healthy diet and exercise are fundamental
to safely reducing and maintaining weight. "Energy consumed
versus energy expended" is the premise of Dr. John Zenk's
research at the Minnesota Applied Research Center (MARC),
where new dietary ingredients and therapeutic compounds that
facilitate weight loss are being discovered.
Responding to a need
Zenk's interest in weight loss research is fueled by the need for
effective compounds for people suffering with obesity and the
diseases that are secondary to it. Sixty-four percent of U.S . adults
are overweight and thirty percent are obese. Obesity is linked to a
host of chronic disorders including high blood pressure, diabetes,
arthritis, coronary heart disease and high cholesterol. Over
300,000 Americans die each year from complications caused by
obesity, the second leading cause of premature death in the U.S.
In 1999 Zenk established MARC in response to the staggering
statistics and to the need for state-of-the-art clinical research for
the dietary ingredient industry.
"Obesity is a disorder of energy balance," states Zenk. Equal
energy intake and expenditure maintains body weight. A successful treatment of excess body fat creates a negative energy
balance, so stored fat is utilized as an energy source and purged.
Most weight loss programs advocate reduced caloric intake, but
under certain conditions a low dietary intake does not result in
appropriate weight loss or in the ability to maintain ideal weight.
Evidence is growing that some individuals may be predisposed to
obesity because of impaired capacity for energy expenditure
acquired through genetic, environmental and/or dietary factors .
Metabolic rate and obesity
Zenk is interested in the relationship between metabolic rate and
obesity. A low resting metabolic rate (RMR) may affect an
individual's ability to achieve or maintain appropriate weight.
Zenk notes that studies evaluating metabolic characteristics of
formerly obese individuals compared to controls who have never
been obese reveal that the mean RMR is three to five percent
lower in the formerly obese subjects. Studies have also shown
that RMR declines two percent per decade as we age.
The body 's 'set-point,' an adjustment to maintain the weight
to which it is accustomed, also affects weight loss. When calories
are restricted, RMR falls to preserve fat stores-nature's way of
preventing starvation. "Resetting the 'set point' involves interacting with the body 's feedback mechanisms or up-regulating the
body's ability to break down fat to fatty acids, which can be
utilized for energy, and increasing energy expenditure," shares
Zenk. "In some of our studies, we have demonstrated that it is
possible to accelerate the rate at which people lose weight over a
given period of time, following a program of diet and exercise, by
adding a thermogenic agent formula to this program ."

Much of the
research conducted at
MARC involves
discovery, development and testing of
safe therapeutic
thermogenic agents.
"Increasing energy
expenditure is a
provocative treatment
modality because it
may allow people to
maintain food intake at
healthier and more socially acceptable levels," states Zenk. "This
may be accomplished through a number of pharmacologically
mediated mechanisms and may include activation of the central
or sympathetic nervous systems, thyroid hormones or cellular
mechani sms responsible for thermogenic futile mechanisms. By
safely and pharmacologically increasing energy expenditure we
not only may accelerate weight loss in individuals following an
appropriate diet and exercise regimen but we may prevent weight
regain over the long term, and possibly even prevent obesity in
individuals so disposed if started early enough in their lives."
Reversing the trend
Reversing the overweight and obesity trend will not be easy and
will require several approaches. "Obesity treatment is complex
and involves many physiologic mechanisms," states Zenk.
"Researchers need to identify, probably through genetic mapping,
who is at increased risk of becoming obese as a means of prevention. More information must be shared with the general public
about weight loss and the health risks of being overweight or
obese. And we have to emphasize active lifestyles and appropriate nutrition to our young people and encourage them to lead
healthier lives to prevent health problems as they get older."
A solid foundation
Zenk graduated from UMM in 1975, the U of M College of
Pharmacy in 1978, and the U ofM Medical School in 1983. He is
chief medical and scientific officer at MARC in Chanhassen, a
subsidiary of Humanetics Corporation, and a frequent contributer
to national publications on the topics of nutraceutical research.
"I am very proud of my U of M degrees, an institution with a
reputation for excellence in my fields of interest," reflects Zenk.
" It has certainly been an interesting journey. Sometimes I sit back
and marvel how life has a way of fitting all these complicated
things in the right order. My UMM biology and chemistry majors
served as a solid foundation for future pursuits in pharmacy and
medicine and in my current position. There is no substitute for a
solid understanding of the foundation principles in biology and
chemistry, and my professors at UMM provided that to me."
Resource: National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention
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A message from Carla Riley '85
interim director of alumni
relations and annual giving

While I do not intend to use future columns
as a personal platform, I must beg your
indulgence this once as I briefly express my
gratitude to those who have devoted their lives to either the
medical profession or to an area that closely intersects with it.
UMM alumni Jon Mukand '80, Dwenda Gjerdingen '72, Eva
Kathmann '92, Deb Sodt '75, John Zenk '75 and Leonard
Munsterman '64 are such people and their encouraging stories
are featured in this issue of Profile.
When my son was born in 1970, he was diagnosed with
cystic fibrosis (CF). Because of this condition, his life
expectancy was projected to be 16 years. Five years later, when
my daughter was born with CF, the life expectancy had been
extended to the early twenties. Had my children been born in
the 1950s, their lives would probably have ended at age two. It
is in large part due to the continuing hard work and dedication
of researchers and medical practitioners who determinedly
devised better and more effective treatments that my children
and thousands of other CF patients now live relatively normal
lives into their late 40s. And that boundary is constantly being
extended. For these and similar efforts for other medical
conditions and diseases, I applaud the medical profession.
Indeed, I believe UMM can feel especially proud and
appreciative of the alumni who have chosen to serve in health,
fitness, medical and research related fields.
Jazz Fest
On a somewhat lighter "note" --did someone say Jazz Fest?
Before you know it, spring will be here and with it will come
the illustrious UMM annual Jazz Fest. From Thursday, April 7
through Saturday, April 9, 2005 expect a lot of toe tappin' and
finger snappin' to be a-happenin' on this campus! Four
renowned guest jazz artists have graciously accepted an
invitation to participate in this year's exciting venue. The
Alumni Jazzers will be playing, too. Invitations for jazz alumni
to join the fun have been mailed. If you need more info or
didn't receive an invite, please call or email. For more Jazz Fest
information, tum to page seven.
Legislative efforts
In closing, because 2005 is an important legislative budget year,
I ask that those of you who are interested in learning about
becoming a U of M advocate (including UMM) with the
Minnesota Legislature and in your community, let us know by
emailing alumni relations at alumni@morris.umn.edu.

Feel free to contact me anytime with questions, concerns or just
to say hello! I always enjoy hearing from alumni and can be
reached at rileycj@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6394.

Alumni receive MSP award
Five of UMM's Multi Ethnic Student Program (MSP, formerly
Minority Student Program) alumni were honored for their
contributions to UMM by the MSP during the Alumni Association Awards Dinner and Annual Meeting held during Homecoming weekend.
Leesa Beal ' 82, Lu Her '00, Arnold James '93, Michael
Rodriguez ' 88, Cy Thao '95 and Larry Traversie '00 were
recognized for their commitment to serve the UMM campus in
leadership roles, to support MSP programs and to mentor current
MSP students.
Three honorees attended the Awards Dinner. From left: Michael
Rodriguez '88, Leesa Beal '82 and Larry Traversie '00

UMM Alumni Association Scholarship
recipients honored at Scholarship Jubilee
Many UMM alumni make contributions to UMM's scholarship
fund each year through Alumni Annual Giving programs, like
the UMM phonathon. Through their collective efforts, three
first-year students received academic scholarships for the 200405 academic year. They were honored at the Scholarship Jubilee.
From left: Megan Meyer '08, Sauk Rapids; Carla Riley '85,
interim director of alumni relations and annual giving representing the UMM Alumni Association; Kate Borman '08, Crystal; and Joseph Rader '08, Kerkhoven
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Research scientist Leonard Munstermann '64
receives UMMAA Distinguished Alumni Award
Leonard Munstermann '64 received the UMM Alumni Association
Distinguished Alumni Award at the 2004 Homecoming banquet. A
world-renown expe1t on disease carrying mosquitoes and sand flies ,
he is a research scientist in the Division of Epidemiology of
Microbial Diseases at the Yale School of Public Health and
Associate Curator at the Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History.

West African experience
After graduating with UMM's first class in 1964, Munstermann
served as a Peace Corps science teacher in Asankrangwa, Ghana,
West Africa. Late at night, as he prepared the next day's lessons,
colorful tropical insects of all sizes and shapes would dart and
flutter around his laboratory lights. Intrigued, Munstermann
began teaching himself about insects. He purchased a general
entomology tome and enlisted the help of former UMM
professors. The course of his life's calling was set.
UMM professors assist from afar
A psychology major, Munstermann had also explored the biology
discipline. He contacted Wesley Birge and Tom Jegla, former
UMM biology professors. Both provided streams of entomology
information from UMM to Ghana. Jegla, who was completing a
post doctorate at Yale, connected Munstermann with Yale's
curator of entomology. Munstermann collected hundreds of
specimens and submitted them to the Peabody Institute at Yale,
sending them across the ocean carefully packed in cigar boxes.
After completing his Peace Corp commitment, Munstermann
earned a master of arts in zoology from the University of
Minnesota, and then served two years in the military, working in
mosquito identification at Fort Riley, Kansas, and as a
neuropsychiatric ward specialist in Okinawa, Japan, at the U.S .
Army Hospital. Following his discharge, he studied Japanese and
worked in a medical publication translation agency in Tokyo. He
returned to the U.S. and in 1979 received a doctorate degree in
biology from the University of Notre Dame. A National Institute
of Health fellowship introduced him to medical entomology.
The tiny, virulent sand fly
Using the sand fly as his current subject, Munstermann 's research
focuses on the difficult matrix of disease and insect relationships.
Over 50 different species of sand fly are known to transmit
leishmaniasis, a parasitic disease that annually affects almost 2
million people in 88 different countries. If not treated,
leishmaniasis can cause death.
"Over the past 30 years, I have tried to use the tools of
molecular genetics to unravel evolutionary relationships," states
Munstermann. "Sand flies (i.e. sand fly DNA) are small humans.
The processes that govern changes in human evolution are those
that govern changes in sand flies-the later are smaller, more
abundant in their diversity, and more easily placed in the
laboratory setting, however," he says with a smile. His research
emphasizes the difficult task of identifying sand fly species and

Maya Munstermann, Leonard Munsterman '64, and Eric
Klinger, professor of psychology
understanding the relationship of each species to the location in
which it is found as a predictor for contracting leishmaniasis.
Munstermann 's research has been mostly funded by
National Institutes of Health grants. In addition, he has received
grants for developing K-8 science curricula from the National
Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation.

Connections to the past
Munstermann serves as Associate Curator of Entomology at the
Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History, a prestigious museum
with 1.5 million insect specimens. Among those specimens, he
has found the West African insects that he submitted forty years
ago, and even some of the cigar boxes in which they were sent.
A Presidents Club member since 1998, Munstermann is a
strong advocate of UMM's mission. He credits his UMM
experience for setting the stage for his career. "I had great
professors," states Munstermann. "Eric Klinger's psychology
classes helped me see my place in the world. Birge and Jegla
gave me the language, the methods and research perspectives for
recognizing and assessing biological relationships. Don Spring
gave me the mental tools to understand academic English and to
use it effectively. However, it was the overall transitional process
provided by UMM in moving from a farm kid's relatively limited
range of experiences to working professionally at a global scale."
Eric Klinger, professor of psychology, was among
Munstermann's nominators for the Distinguished Alumni Award.
He notes, "It seems inescapably true that Leo has contributed to
UMM, to science, and to humanity at a level of distinction that
reflects most favorably on UMM."
Munstermann grew up on a farm near Correll, Minnesota. He
makes his home in Hamden, Connecticut, with children Maya (9)
and Will (5), and wife Hwei-Gene "Heidi" Wang, a virologist at
Bristol Myers Squibb.
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Class NO tes___________

compiled by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka

Class of '64
David Moe represented UMM at the college
fair in Juneau, Alaska, where he makes his
home with wife Thordis. A tour guide for the
city of Juneau and a poet, David's recently
published book of poetry, My Spirit Sings,
includes poems about the Morris area.

Mary Hansen has operated her own business,
Hansen Accounting and Tax Service, for ten
years. Email her at mhansen@prtel.com.

Keith Redfield is interim superintendent for
Minnewaska Schools and works part time for
the UMM education department.

David Jennings is director of finance and
adminjstration at the Minnesota Historical
Society, St. Paul.

computer specialist, 27, worked with the team
that created Ultra-Sound. She is rebuilding her
house which was lost to Hurricane Isabelle.

Thordis and David Moe '64
Janet Hervert Skoog enjoys spending time
with seven wonderful grandchildren. Email Janet at
pjskoog@earthlink.com.

Steven P. Kollmann, Pipestone, is the 2005
Luverne High School Teacher of the Year.

Class of '65
Arlene Johnson Hamstreet retired in 2003 after 38 years teachjng
physical education and science in middle school settings.
David Retzlaff began his 37th year of coaching the Fergus Falls
Community College basketball team.
David Sylte is manager of the Social Security Administration in
Austin, Minnesota.
Class of '67
Ronald and Sharon Evenson Cin enjoy spending time with their
five grandchildren, two of which are twins and all of which are
under two and a half years of age. Email the Cins at
rcin@burnsville.kl2.mn.us.
Cynthia Babb Janssen retired after 30 years of teaching in the
Jordan School District.
Class of '68
Robert Henke teaches in the Hutchinson Public School District
and plans to retire at the end of the 2004-05 school year. Contact
him at bnhenke@hutchtel.net.
Curtis Larson retired from 3M and works with two new startup
companies: Bearacade Product, Inc. and Savvy Pack.
Class of '69
Penny Rude Brunsvold and husband Bruce work with Interior
Distance Education of Alaska (IDEA), a home schooling program. Penny retired from public education seven years ago.
Contact Penny at bruceandpenny@gci.net.
Class of '70
Janet Faith-Bowman, Newport News, Virginia, has two married
children. Her daughter is 25 years old and a certified nursing
assistant working on her registered nursing degree. Her son, a

Hannah Tvedt Sanders has written six family genealogy books
since 1998.
Class of '71
Michael Jacobs coaches the boys cross country team at Marshall
High School which won their second state championship in a row.
William R Peterson is in his 33rd year of teaching-21 in Iowa
and 12 at New Life Academy. He is expecting his sixth grandchild.
Class of '72
Ron Larson was inducted into the Minnesota Basketball Coaches
Association Hall of Fame in October 2004.
Doug Patnode is senior football coach at Princeton High School.
Marvel Griffen Wagner would like minority students from
1978-1990 to write her at 300 South Street Apt. 202, Morris,
Minnesota 56267-1563.
Class of '73
Dean Leske is the head of Gethsemane Ministries, currently on
three radio stations in Minnesota.
Denise Kay Palmer Pederson operates her new coaching and
training company, Thomastown Technologies, Woodbury.
Class of '74
Peter Croatt is manager for Proteinte, Inc. in Fairbault.
Edna Soulek Greenhagen, Waubay, South Dakota, passed away
in August 2004.
Class of '75
Mary Martin's son Ryan is a first year student at UMM.
Linda Papke Kampmeier was chosen Teacher of the Year at
Chokio-Alberta School. Linda has taught for 27 years.
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Class of '76
Steven and Dawn Newmann Gravdahl '78 bought a second
home in Park Rapids. Email them at stegra@stfrancis.k12.mn.us.
Barb Weiner, St. Croix Falls, was named one of the top 60
women in the addiction field in the October issue of Counselor
magazine. Barb and two other librarians were cited as "exceptionally skilled individuals who are infusing information technology into the field of addiction treatment. " She is staff librarian at
Hazelden in Center City.
Class of '79
Don Eicher and son Christopher (8) live in California. Contact
Don at doneicher@comcast.net.
Carter Green, an organic chemist for Takasago International
Corp., is co-inventor on six granted U.S. patents, one granted
European patent, and one U.S. patent application still in the
review process in the flavor and fragrance industry.
Class of '81
Laurie Jacklitch is principal at Northdale Middle School. She is
excited to try out this leadership role.
Class of '82
Steven Ilkka's daughter is a senior in high school.
Susan Hartley Karwoski's son attends the U of M, Duluth and
her daughter attends Southwest State University.
Mary Maus, a two-year breast cancer survivor, completed the
Susan G. Komen walk of twenty plus miles a day for three days.
She writes: "Thanks to all UMM alumni who sent generous
donations. The blisters are healed. We raised $5.2 million just
here in Minnesota!! Ladies, remember to do your exams!!" Mary
is a respiratory care practitioner at North Memorial Medical
Center in Minneapolis.
Brad Moore has three children: Saira (8), Scott (5) and Eric (2).

Conversation and refreshments followed the Homecoming Band
and Choir Concert that featured alumni participation. From
left: Susan Brooks '84, Morris; Susan's son and legacy student
David Hamrum '05, member of the UMM Band, Morris; and
Del Sarlette '75, UMM band alumnus, Morris
Thomas Stackpool's basketball team at Mesabi Community College in Virginia was the 2004 Minnesota Coummunity College State
Basketball Tournament Champions.
Class of '83
Dale and Michelle Ann Kallhoff Brown '84 have a son who is a
first year student at the University of Illinois, Champagne.
Contact them at dbrown@ilstu.edu.
Teresa Tate Sullivan and husband Jim live in Marshall with their
sons Mitchell (15), Tate (13) and Joseph (7) .
Holly Witt is an Otto Bremer Foundation non-profit resource
specialist with Bremer Bank in Morris.
Class of '84
Brad '87 and Holly Erickson Hanauer's oldest daughter, Rachel,
a National Merit Scholar, attends the University of Florida.
Steve and Jenine Swenson Nordquist '82 make their home in
Hutchinson with their two daughters, third and fifth graders.
Tina Marie Brown Shelton has played three seasons with the
Tampa Bay Terminators, a women's football team . They went to
the national semi-finals last season. Contact her at
bigredtina@aol.com.
Heather Klinger Wertheimer and husband Benjy presented Sacred Chanting in October at the Hennipin Center for the Arts.
Stephanie Mosher-Williams is completing a master of science
degree in special education and teaches at Muskingum College. She
and her husband are enjoying their 18 acres in Hawkin County in
Ohio. "Life is good."

Elaine Bo rash Anderson '74, St. Joseph, and Kathleen Gustafson
St. Martin '79, Sauk Rapids, attended Homecoming 2004.

Class of '85
Chris Brauer, Rapid City, S.D., passed away in October 2004.
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Lee and Susan Jung Varpness, Montevideo, teach music at the
Montevideo Middle School. They have four children: Jameson
(16), Melissa (14), Joseph (9), and Mollie (6), and a dog, Toby.

Sara Kerr, St. Paul, has two happy boys and teaches at the
College of St. Catherine. Contact Sara by email at
sgkerrl995@yahoo.com.

Kelly O'Brien Weger visited Minnesota in July and saw Linda
Kinney '84 and her son Jack (3) from Houston, Texas. She
visited Mike and Shelley Johnson Molden '84 from Crystal and
children Doug (16) and Emma (12). Kelly 's daughter Jennifer is
three. They live in Revelstoke, British Columbia. Email her at
marksw@revelstoke.net.

Shawn Kirkeide, wife Shannon, son Seth (6) and daughter Kaia
(4) welcomed baby Jenna in May 2004.

Class of '86
Clint Herbst is Monticello's new mayor.
Class of '87
Jeffrey Sauve and Evelyn Hoover welcomed son Bailey in April
2004.
Class of '88
Ruth Hamlow teaches English in the Sauk Center School
District. She received a master's degree from the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, and has been teaching for twelve years.
Todd Neuharth, obtained accreilitation for the athletic training program at the University of Maine, Presque Isle. He then became program ilirector and assistant professor of sports medicine at Norwich University where he is obtaining accreditation for their program. Norwich is a military college, and, as a captain, Todd wears a
military uniform to work. He says, "It's great being only two hours
from Boston and Montreal."
Class of '89
Joanne Sopkowiak Foust formed Municiple Development Group
in 2001.
Class of '90
Genevieve Haggerty Carruthers had a baby girl in March 2004.
Beth Kopitzke co-authored Sacred Healing: Ideas and Tools
from Life Coaches to Help You Live Your Life's Dreams. Contact
her at beth@bethkopitzke.com.

Gerri Swiers and husband Joe welcomed baby Sady in August 2004.
Class of '92
Jody Sundbom Eddy welcomed baby Ryann in September 2004.
Dawn Thompson Jandro, husband Jirn and son Samuel (3)
welcomed baby Abigail in April 2004. Dawn took the 2004-05
school year off from teaching to be a stay-at-home mom. She
recently earned a master of education from Saint Mary's
University in Winona.
Kimberly Jones moved back to Chicago after living two years in
Boston. She states: "Although I liked many things about New
England, I became too homesick. Upon my return to Chicago, I
started my own company-TwentyFive-Seven Concierge
Services ... When You Need That Extra Hour In Your Day-which
provides personal assistant services for the busy professional."
Email her at kjones1969@excite.com.
Allen and Cheryl Rosa Pankow and daughter Julianne welcomed baby Adam in the winter of 2003.
Lisa Landwehr Phipps, husband Clayton, and daughter Julie (6)
welcomed baby Daniel James in July 2004.
Alison Schroeder Schmitz and husband Daniel announce the
birth of a daughter, Kendra.
Class of '93
Amy Sheggeby Christensen, husband Carmen and daughter
Mya (4) welcomed baby Chase in August 2004. Amy is principal
at RTR Elementary School in Ruthton.

Lisa Strommer earned a master's
degree and license in marriage and
family therapy.
Class of '91
Donald Beissel, wife Melanie and
son Jackson (4) welcomed
baby Kaitrin in January 2004.
Contact them by email at
DonB _ CRNS@sbcglobal.net.
Todd and Susan Goodman Heimer
moved from Maryland to Massachusetts. Contact them at
susanheimer@yahoo.com

Douglas Frazey attends William
Mitchell Law School. He and wife
Hillary enjoy life with daughters
Katrina (4) and Carissa (1). Contact
them at dcfrazey@qmail.com.
Terry Crosby, Shelly Weibye, and
big sister Emma welcomed baby
Jack in March 2004.
Laura Ahrens Moore's children are
growing quickly: Courtney (13),
Emily (10) and Lyndsey (6).

From right: Maddy Maxeiner '76, associate vice
chancellor for external relations, Liza Wanke Larson
'86 and her daughter, Shannon Hilden, at the Homecoming 2004 Tailgate.
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Dakota. He was enrolled in the Monastic
Studies Program at St. John 's University
and worked towards a master of divinity.

Mark Robinson, wife Lauri and daughters
Molly (3) and Betsy (1) moved to Omaha,
Nebraska. He is working at the Offutt Air
Force Base Hospital.
Joe and Tina Wesbur Stanger have three
kids who love camping. Tina joined the
Ada-Borup School District as community
education director. Joe is controller at
Hannaher's in Fargo. They would love to
hear from friends at jtstanger@loretel.net.
Douglas Wandersee works in student life
at Eastern Mennonite University. If you
are driving through the Shenandoah
Valley, tune in to 90.7 FM and see if you
can catch him on the regional National
Public Radio station playing blues and folk
music late at night. Doug has had two
poems published in a regional journal. He
says, "Surely my retirement looms from
forthcoming royalties ."
Class of '94
Paul and Patricia Alander Aanes and son
Jacob (3) welcomed baby Nathan in
October 2004. They would enjoy hearing
from classmates at paanes@brainerd.net.
Jeff and Jennifer Rice Brandt and
daughter Ella (1) welcomed baby
Katherine. Jeff works at Datacard, and
Jennifer teaches part-time at the Perpich
Center for Arts Education.
Kelly Quick earned the strength and conditioning specialist certification from the National Strength and Conditioning Association .
Shannon and Diane Davignon Ryks '93,
St. Michael, welcomed baby Sawyer
Michael in September 2004. Sawyer joins
children Josh, Kyra, Hunter, Ian , Logan ,
Mathias and Emma. Shannon works at
Metris Companies and Diane home
schools the children.
LoriAnn Lentsch Wilson and husband
Jeff welcomed baby Julia Nicole in
November 2003 . Contact her at
loriannwilson@att.net.

Jay Johnson '86
runs to stay healthy
by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka
communication assistant
Jay Johnson ' 86 of Sauk Rapids recently
achieved his goal of running a marathon in all
50 states. Competing in the Portland
Marathon in Portland, Oregon was the final
step in reaching his goal. Jay reflects on how
running saved his life and keeps him healthy.

When did you become interested in
running? When I was a recovering alcoholic,
I went through a 90-day in-treatment
program. During that time, I started running
one half mile a day to keep myself healthy
and to keep focused. I picked it up as a tool to
clear my mind and as a method for dealing
with the treatment facility. I also used running
as a daily AA meeting. I sort of changed from
one addiction to another.

Jay Johnson '86 achieved his goal
of running a marathon in all SO
states when he completed the Portland Marathon last fall.

During a typical week, what is your
running schedule? I run five miles every
morning, Monday through Friday at 4:30
.
a.m., and another five miles every night after work at 4:00 p.m. I al_so run 20 ITilles on
Saturday and 10-15 miles on Sunday, which adds up to about 80 In1les a week.
What inspired you to run a marathon in all SO states? I thought it would be a cool
goal. There are only 167 people who have run marathons in every state, and I'm the
seventh youngest person to have ever done it. I try to live l~e to the_fullest and chase
my dreams, like the country song "Live Like You Were Dymg," which I do .
How do you feel after each race? The euphoria you feel after ru_nning ~ marath~n i~
indescribable. You have such a feeling of accomplishment; there 1s nothmg else hke 1t.
Do you have any future running goals? I would like t_o run ~ marathon on every
continent. I have two marathons planned in April 2005 m Pans and London on backto-back weekends . I am also going to run a marathon in Antarctica in February 2007.
Only 60 people are chosen every other year to run the marathon in Antarctica.
Have you won awards or received special recognition? I've won t~ee m~athons:
the Martian Marathon in Detroit, Michigan in 2003 , the Man-O-War m Lexmgton,
Kentucky in 2003 , and the Run For Education in Mason City, Iowa in 2002.
How has running affected your life? Running kept me sober when nothing else
would. Running saved my life. I'm grateful that I'm still in great shape to be able to
run. My goal is to run until I'm 80.

Johnson graduated from UMM with majors in speech communication and politic~!
science. He is senior fleet manager at Anderson Trucking Services in St. Clo~d, his
hometown. Jay would love to hear from UMMers at JAYJO@andersontruckmg.com.
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Class of '95
Andrea Griggs Barkley and big
brother Vince (2) welcomed baby Will
in June 2004.

Thea Svingen Fransen is a
veterinarian at Companion Animal
Hospital in Fergus Falls.

Stacy Guggisberg Halget was marDan Kuglin writes: "Forgive me
ried in October 2003 and welcomed
father, it's been two years since my
baby Megan in October 2004.
last confession ... er, Class Note.
Banished for life from my tropical
Stacy Hill says: "I am in my first
year of the master of divinity
island paradise, I climbed Mt.
Everest. .. twice ... without suppleprogram at Luther Seminary. In four
mental oxygen or ... um ... mittens. I
years, I'll be a pastor! Who woulda
thunk it?! Drop me an email at
forgot to sign the logbook, plant a
shill@luthersem.edu! God Bless!"
flag, or take pictures. You'll have to
Carla Riley '85, director of alumni relations and antake my word for it. Besides, I did it
nual giving, (center) greeted Tony Schuster '02 (left) Stacy Cremers and Brad Kelzer were
for the exercise not the publicity.
and
Gwyn Goodwin-Dalum '92 (right) when they married.
After that, I returned to Glenwood
were
on campus to talk to current students about
Springs, Colo. I work with people
careers
with Thrivent Financial for Lutherans.
Ben Leonard is Treaty Site History
who have developmental disabilities. I am an avid rock climber, snowboarder, habitual speeder,
Center director for Nicollet County. Ben previously worked at Mill
environmentalist, non-Republican and basic all-around slacker.
City Museum in St. Paul.
And I couldn ' t be happier! Let me know if you' re in the area."
Kristopher and Linda Rasmusson Nelson
Kristopher and Amy Kohn Kytonen '93 live in Plymouth with
'99 are enjoying daughter Caroline (1).
their daughters, ages three and one.
Kevin and Sarah Nelson Rask '98 and
son Anthony (1) enjoy life in Kansas City.
Matthew and Jami Pagnac Schumacher enjoy their three boys
Email them at rask@sbcglobal.net.
Max (7) , Sam (4) and Eliot (2).
Matthew and Krista Bramer Struve '96 and son Evan (2 1/2)
welcomed baby Sylvia in September 2004. Contact Matt at
mattstruve73 @yahoo.com and Krista at krista.struve@lawson.com.
Class of '96
Eric and Rebecca Larosh Newell '97 welcomed baby Katherine
in January 2004.
Jason Mork lives in Arizona, again, and works in project
management for Honeywell, Inc. He bought a house a few years
ago and finally found the girl of his dreams. He states: "Stay
tuned. Updates coming soon with even more news!"
Sheila Williams Ridge is pursuing a master's of education at
Concordia College. She can be reached at sheilas2nd@aol.com.
Jenny Gunderson Schmitz, husband Chad and daughter
Madison (3) welcomed baby Blane in April 2004. Contact Jenny
at jaschmitz063@hotmail.com.

Monica Ningen married Korey Tuttle in
May 2004 in Kansas City.
TheTuttles
Class of '98
Kristian Brogger and Megan Wall '00
married in November 2004 in Minneapolis.
Nyisha Burnett shares: "In July I joined the esteemed 'college of
scholars' and received a master' s degree from the College of Business and Public Administration at Governors State University."
Adrian and Monique Knierim Daley '99 welcomed baby Sarah
in May 2004. Email at adrian@daley.biz or monique@daley.biz.
Rachel Pobuda Firchow, Kansas City, is a preschool assistant
director. She celebrated her son's first birthday in October.
Kelly Lebak graduated with a nursing degree in 1999 from the U
ofM, TC. She attends St. George's University School of Medicine.
Christopher Rodriguez welcomed baby Isabella in February 2004.

Class of '97
Dana Bender writes: "I had a great 2004. My first niece was
born. I celebrated my 30th birthday with a trip to Greece. I ran in
five road races. I'd love to hear from my Class of '97 pals. Drop
me an email at mdana75@hotmail.com."

Class of '99
Mollie Mohr married Ryan Dusha in July 2004. She is a guidance counselor and coach at Melrose Area High School.

Darcy Carlson, Mankato, is office manager at Carlson Craft
Catalog Division.

Ingrid Huseby, New Hope, man·ied Ryan Kleinjan in July 2004.
Ingrid teaches English at Mounds View High School.
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Andrew Stockinger is working towards his
doctorate in hi story.
Robert Wottreng works for the New
Prague Dental Center.
Class of '00
Virginia Clinton earned a master's degree
at New York University in January 2004.
She teaches elementary English as a second
language in Brooklyn, New York. Email
Virginia at v_e_clinton@yahoo.com.

Send Class Notes to:
Carla Riley
interim director of alumni
relations and annual giving
UMM
123HFA
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267-2132
alumni@morris.umn.edu

Anna Harren teaches elementary special
education in the Montgomery-Lonsdale
School District.
Lindsay Niehoff, Osakis, teaches senior
high Spanish in Browerville. She is head
coach for boys and girls varsity golf.
Jennifer Rogers and Noah Keitel,
Minneapolis, married in July 2004.
Contact them at rogersj@umn.edu.

The next deadline is:
Tory Spanier teaches sixth grade in the
Delano School District.
Gary Hedin, Duluth, is a dentist on the Fond
April 30, 2005
du Lac Reservation in Cloquet. He graduated
Class of '03
in May 2004 from the U of M School of Dentistry. In June he ran the Grandma's Marathon with Kari Jacobson . Ryan Maloney studies jazz history at Rutgers University.
He beat his goal of 3:45 by fifteen seconds! In September Kari and
Gary were married. They took a "mini" honeymoon to Chicago, Class of '04
and have been kayaking, running, biking and enjoy ing the great Mandy lveland teaches Engli sh at Wadena-Deer Creek High
School and serves in the National Guard. Her unit, Alpha Comnorth of Minnesota.
pany of the 434th of Little Falls and Camp Ripley, was deployed
Shannon Kishel-Roche is Chisholm Area Chamber of Comto the Middle East.
merce executive director.
Cody Specketer studied in Athens, Greece, during the fall of 2004.
Tammy Roth is a dietary supervisor for the Douglas County
Hospital and opened Simply Ceramics in Alexandria.
Alicia Spencer, Osseo, is a Legislative assistant for Senator Paul
Koering at the Senate Republican Office in St. Paul.
Class of '01
Angela Hed graduated from the University of Cincinnati with a
master of fi ne arts in sculpture.
Jason Mix married Cassie Bohning in June
2004. They live in Palm Springs, California,
where Jason is a personal trainer and manager at 24-Hour Fitness.
Dominic Popowski teaches math at Pipestone Area School District. He previously
taught at a private boarding school in England and for three years in Fairbault.
Kari Simmelink married Jeff Sletten in
May 2004. They make their home in
Suffolk, Virginia. Kari is an Isle of Wright
County geographic information systems
speciali st. Email her at
ksletten@isleofwightus.net.
Class of '02
Tanya Bosl Fischer teaches Early Child
Family Education/school readiness classes
at Herman-Norcross School.
Monica Gerberding earned special
recognition from the Geographic Information Systems Certification.

Dave Notch '91 and Howard Hecht '92 enjoyed an evening with the Computer Science Club in December. Front: Adam Rowe '05, Cottage Grove Back from left: Wayne
Manselle '05, Kand iyohi; Mike Maurer '05, Marshall; Mike Anderson '07,
Morristown; Notch; Matt Fair '04, Stillwater; Hecht; Dian Lopez, professor of computer science; and Alex Jarvis '05, St. Cloud (Photo by Katie Melgaard '05, Morris)
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Athletics update
-Mark Fohl,
director of
athletics
Fall season recap
Cougar athletic
teams enjoyed
another successful
fall season. The
soccer team won
the championship at the Upper Midwest
Athletic Conference Tournament and
went on to participate in the first ever
Midwest Athletic Association
Tournament.
The football team had its first .500
season in a number of years and was
only a few points away from winning
the UMAC North Division. The
volleyball, cross country and golf teams
were competitive and had a number of
individuals named to All-Conference
teams. See listing of all Cougar honorees
for fall season on pag~ 23 .
Winter season kicks off
The winter sports season started off well.
Both men's and women's basketball
teams entered the conference season
with winning records, and the swimming
and diving team had a successful
beginning in the first year of the
program.
Cougar athletic schedules for the
remaining winter season and spring
season can be found at
www.morris.umn.edu/athletics or call
the Athletics Office at 320-589-6425.
Football facility
Planning continues for the construction
of a joint football facility with the Morris
Area School District. We continue to
hope that funding for the project will be
provided by the legislature in the 2005
session. If funding is approved, we
expect to play on the new football field
in the fall of 2006.

Swimming and diving program underway
UMM 's new swimming and diving program is off to a great start. "The women on this
team have really worked hard, and I am very happy to be coaching each and every one
of them," states Coach David Molesworth. So far this season, the team has won two
meets. Lifetime best times and scores, and season best performances have been recorded
at every competition.
Diver Tara Schmidt '05 , Baxter, and swimmer Robin Moe '05, West Fargo, N.D. ,
share that diving and swimming require intense training, but they love the challenge, the
competition and the camaraderie. "I like diving competitively because everything about
diving is a passion for me," states Schmidt, "We practice Monday through Friday for
about two hours a day, plus weight lifting and any cardio we want to do ourselves. Meets
are usually Fridays and Saturdays. "I appreciate the friendships I have made and having
the opportunity to once again be an athlete in diving, the sport I love."
Moe adds, "There is a sense of pride and accomplishment with swimming competitively. There is nothing better than swimming hard and getting a personal best time,
knowing that all my hard work has paid off. I'm very proud to have been on this team
and a part of UMM history."
The UMM swimming and diving season continues through mid March. Check the
schedule at www.morris.umn.edu/athletics/Swimming/News/2004_05_Schedule.htm or
call the athletic office at 320-589-6425.
The swimming and diving team, top from left: Katherine Beyer '06, Willmar; Kathryn
Sullivan '06, St. Paul; Robin Moe '06, West Fargo, N.D.; Tara Schmidt '06, Baxter;
Anne Sundby '06, Minnetonka; Megan McLennan '06, Duluth; Rebecca Hennessey
'06, Hopkins; and Chandra Hutchens '07, North Branch Middle from left: Lauren
Trapp '08, East Gull Lake; Kimberly Johnson '07, Cambridge; Bree Mccannon '08,
Morris; Kristine Ertl '08, Cokato; and Amanda Boucher '08, White Bear Lake Bottom
from left: Jon Mathisen, assistant coach; Jamie Luecke '08, Eden Prairie; Naomi
Throngard '08, Grantsburg, Wis.; and Dave Molesworth, head coach
Team photo by Rebecca Webb, Computing Services
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New Cougar Hall
of Fame inductees
Members of the 1992-03 and 1993-04 men 's
basketball teams and their coaches were inducted
into the Cougar Hall of Fame during the annual
UMM Alumni Association Banquet held during
Homecoming 2004. Mark Fohl introduced Perry
Ford, head coach for the record-setting teams, who
with assistant coach Rusty Huelle congratulated
the members who were able to attend the banquet
and recognized those unable to attend.
New Cougar Hall of Fame inductees are:
Jason Cordes '95, Matt Dittberner ' 97, Tim
Doppler '96, Mike Flueck '97, Nate Hancock '96,
Todd Hansen '97, Aaron Hatanpa '98, Jason
Heitkamp ' 94, Tony Hum! '93, Chris Kramer ' 96,
Kris Kytonen '95, Gregg Martig '93, Mike
McKowen '93, Mike Meyer '95, Tommi Nordberg '97, Tom
Notch '95, Tim Pahl ' 93, Ronda Peterson '9 1, Chad Ritchie '98,
Lee Rood '95, Chris Runsewe '96, Todd Schroeder '94, Eric
Shoemaker '95, Keith Sunvold '96, Kyle Svanda '98, Jeff
Tirnonen '96, Martin Weeks, Jon Wright '94, Perry Ford, former
coach; Rick Cunningham, former assistant coach; and Rusty
Huelle, former assistant coach
The teams were honored for two outstanding seasons. In
1992-93, the Cougars finished with a 22-10 record and were

Midwest Regional Champions. They advanced to a national
tournament, the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
National Tournament, for the first time in the history of the
Cougar men 's basketball program.
The following season, the Cougars claimed the 1993-94
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Title (NSIC) and set a
school record for most wins. Perry Ford served as head coach
during both campaigns and was named the NSIC coach of the
year for the 1993-94 season.

Above: New Cougar Hall of Fame inductees who attended the Alumni Association Banquet during Homecoming weekend, front
row: Keith Sunvold '96, Jason Kietkamp '94, Tom Notch '95, Back row: Jason Cordes '95, Todd Schroeder '94, Tim Doppler '96,
Perry Ford, former coach, Nate Hancock '96, Lee Rood '95, Rusty Hueller, former assistant coach

Cougar athletes receive fall post-season honors
Football All Conference
First Team: Donnay Green '05, Chicago, Ill., UMAC offensive
most valuable player; Chris Bevers '05, Hudson, Wis.; Marty
Hoffman '05, Sleepy Eye; Matt Hanson ' 05, Evansville; Garrett
Bohannan ' 05, Walnut Creek, Calif.; Adam Turgeon ' 07, South St.
Paul ; Scott Rieland ' 06, Cold Spring; Travis Destache '06,
Mahtomedi; and Marcis Pavars '07, Long Prairie Second Team:
Jeremy Jiminez '05, Berwyn, Ill. ; Terrance McCray '05, Lafayette,
La.; John Scholla '05, Brooklyn Center; A.J. Cox '06, Monmouth,
Ill.; Ryan Powell '07, New Prague; and Miracle Obeta '08, St. Paul
Honorable Mention: Blaine Ritchie '07, St. Cloud; Anthony Ekren
' 05 , Morris ; Patrick Mahoney ' 07, Morris; Brady Janzen '08,
Mountain Lake; and Leonard Matthais '06, Baudette

Women's Soccer All Conference
First Team: Jessica Rada '05, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Mari Sandom
'05, Hudson , Wis. ; Amanda Prodger '06, Wyoming; Sara Wolf '06,
Delano Honorable Mention: Karen Carr '08, Duluth; Ashley
Simpson '08, Broomfield, Colo.

Men's Golf All Conference
Leif Swenson '05 , Buffalo; Andrew Anderson '07, St. James ; Paul
Proshek '06, New Prague

UMAC Academic All-Conference
Women's Cross Country: Ranae Faaborg '06, Radcliffe, Iowa;
Alicia Mendez '06, Menomonee Falls, Wis; Leah Webinger '05, La
Crescent; and LisaWiesen '07, Duluth Football: Adam Turgeon
'07, South St. Paul ; Tyler Helland '07, LeCenter; and Marty
Hoffmann '05, Sleepy Eye. Men's Golf: Andrew Anderson '06, St.
James; and Paul Proshek '06, New Prague Women's Soccer: Jessica
Rada '05, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Kelsey Heinemann '06, Hudson, Wis.;
and Mary Schuh '05 Mandan, N.D. Volleyball: Ashley Janssen '07,
Round Lake; Kirsten Neilson '07, White Bear Lake; and Chelsea
Anttila '06 St. Anthony Village

Volleyball All Conference
First Team: Jenna Maki ' 05, Clearwater, first team Honorable
Mention: Sarah Nelson ' 07 , Alexandria; Amy Lipetzky '05,
Springfield; and Ann Mielke '05, Cottage Grove

NS CAA Academic Award
For the seventh consecutive year, UMM Women 's Soccer earned
the National Soccer Coaches Association of America's Team
Academic Award.
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Practice Leads to Perfection
by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka, communication assistant
What do you get when you combine dedicated athletes with
positive attitudes and exciting routines? The UMM cheer team
has been entertaining crowds at men's home basketball games at
UMM for many years. The team cheers at every home game, as
well as at one or two away games. During shorter timeouts the
team performs smaller stunts and during full timeouts they do
pyramids. Each year the team also participates in three halftime
performances during basketball games.
According to senior captain Ben Mathews, Eden Prairie, the
cheer team is a "group of students who work together, to develop
stunts, cheers and routines to promote good sportsmanship." In
order to achieve these goals, the team practices quite frequently.
Typically, the team practices for about four hours a week.
But in the weeks leading up to a halftime performance, the team
practices three to four times a week. "The captains lead the
practices and teach the new material. They are the true coaches,"
comments Mary Zosel, cheer team advisor. In addition to
practices, the team also participates in an eight hour "camp"
twice a year. At camp, professional American Cheerleading
Federation (ACF) instructors teach the team new stunts and
pyramids.
In order to prevent injuries, the women have to subside any
fears they may have about performing stunts. "As a flier, the
women have to literally throw themselves into every stunt; if not,
the stunt will either fail or someone may get hurt," says Mathews.
"For the stuntmen, it is our job to sacrifice our bodies so the flier
will not hurt her 's. We hate the idea of being responsible for a
possible injury," he continues.
The team has increased in numbers every year for the past
three years. There are now sixteen men and women on the squad.
Although it was once competitive, the team is cunently

considered a
"hobby"
squad.
According to
Mathews, the
cheer team is
thinking of
returning to
competition
next year. In
the
meantime,
they are
continuing to
build
organization,
detennination
and passion
in the squad
to once again
perform
competitively.
Zosel
adds, "Cheer
team is a wonderful oppmtunity for UMM students to learn how
to work together with their peers in a very difficult setting. They
are an excellent example of what UMM students are made of."
Members of the Co-Ed Squad are Captain Ben Mathews
' 05, Eden Prairie; Captain Tina Bell '06, Duluth; Ashley Laliberte
' 05, Crystal; Megan Delong '06, St. Paul; Nick Tessman '06,
Chaska; Robin Moe '05, West Fargo, North Dakota; Mike
Sutherland '05, Red Wing;
Andy Kuhn '05, Eagan;
Cassandra Sunde '08, Merrill,
Wisconsin; Tori Johnson '05,
Pelican Rapids ; Ben
Wellendorf ' 07, Morris;
Amanda Croatt ' 07,
Bellingham; Kyle Cogger '06,
St. Francis; Mark Braun '06,
Paynesville; Shelly
Macziewski '08, Montevideo;
Devin Sumption '07, Porter.
Members of the Women's
Squad are Captain Kristin
Backman '07, Morris; Captain
Kate Minier '07, Ely; Kristin
Bennett ' 08, Brooklyn Park;
Jessica Peterson '08, Isle;
Alexandra Parlate '08,
Plymouth; Natalia Thompson
'07, Watertown, South Dakota.
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